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Everyone has a voice, but most people don't
know how to use theirs to speak up in a
compelling way when it matters most. 

That’s where Ashley Orlando comes in. 

Ashley is a magnetic performer, professional
musician and charisma coach who delivers her unique
brand of fun to audiences of all sizes (live or virtual). 

She combines the power of play and the joy of music
with irresistible storytelling to help high-achievers
and emerging leaders tap into their own authentic
voice, presence, and creativity.

Her clients learn how to step out of fear and into their
powerful self to create their dream life.

work through imposter syndrome
find your voice and
cultivate your charisma

WITH ASHLEY YOU'LL LEARN TO:

So that you can amplify your impact!

Many people think charismatic
communicators are born that
way, and that only extroverts can
be great leaders. But it's never
too late to find YOUR voice and
learn to speak up. It's never too
late to uncover into YOUR
creativity and powerful inner
leader.

Book Ashley Orlando for this Keynote Experience!

"Ashley’s engaging presentation exceeded expectations!  She
shared keen insights on a relevant topic, integrated with personal
experience and that beautiful voice of hers! The addition of the
ukulele added to the uniqueness of her talk and everyone LOVED it!"

          - Dawna Dawson, American Business Women's Association

"Ashley's presentation style is warm, intelligent...hers is a
presentation I would watch many times." 

           -  Rachel Hugenberg, Lone Star College

 "Ashley is a gifted communicator and teacher and easily breaks
down difficult concepts in to simple easy-to-understand steps." 

           - Katrina Miguez, Community Meet-Up Leader

WHAT AUDIENCES ARE SAYING...
"[Ashley] is an engaging performer with
a voice that creates happy chills of joy." 

- Jennifer Halpern, Sales Coach

To Amplify Your Impact


